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Abstract
In modelling of elastic objects in a flow such as red blood cells, white blood cells, or tumour
cells, several elastic moduli are involved. One of them is the area conservation modulus. In this
paper, we focus on spring network models and we introduce a new way of modeling the area
preservation modulus. We take into account the current shape of the individual triangles and
find the proportional allocation of area conservation forces, which would for individual triangles
preserve their shapes. The analysis shows that this approach tends to regularize the triangulation.
We demonstrate this effect on individual triangles as well as on the complete triangulations.
Keywords: elastic forces, area preservation, mesh-based modeling, ESPResSo; spring network
model
1. Introduction
The elasticity of red blood cell (RBC) plays an important role in blood flow - both in the
circulatory system where the cell can deform to such extent that it is able to pass through cap-
illaries with diameter smaller than its size [1] and in microfluidic devices where again the RBC
deformations might enable the cell to pass through structures meant to capture some other - not
so elastic - cells from blood [2].
It is widely accepted that the RBC in its relaxed (zero-stress) state is a biconcave discoid. While
few studies suggest that the stress-free state of an RBC might approach a sphere [3], our model
is based on the biconcave discoid hypothesis. The RBC has an elastic outer membrane, which is
filled with viscous inner fluid and immersed organelles. The membrane consists of a lipid bilayer
with high resistance to areal change and an underlying spectrin network. These two are connected
by transmembrane proteins [4]. The membrane is primarily responsible for the elastic behavior of
the cell and thus it is the focus of our modeling.
This study investigates the modulus that captures area conservation of the membrane.
The models of red blood cells are often based on spring networks [5, 6, 7]. In these models, the
area conservation modulus is implemented in various ways. In our earlier investigations [8, 9, 10],
we have used an RBC model, in which the implementation of area preservation modulus was in-
spired by [6]. This implementation does not fulfil the force-free and torque-free conditions and
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may worsen the mesh regularity under certain conditions. This prompted us to look for a better
approach to local area conservation.
The work is organized as follows: In Section 2, we summarize the model we have originally used,
which - while functional - may introduce irregularities of the underlying spring network when the
object undergoes large deformations. In Section 3, we review the criteria for mesh regularity needed
to evaluate the new local area preservation forces that we propose in Section 4. In the next Section
5 we prove that this implementation is force-free and torque-free both globally and locally. Further,
we compare it to the previous implementation both analytically (Section 6) and using simulations
(Section 7). We show that the new implementation guarantees better properties of the surface
triangulation as the object undergoes deformations.
2. Model
Our model comes from [6] and it comprises two main parts - the fluid and the elastic object.
For the fluid, e.g. blood plasma, we use the lattice-Boltzmann method (as described in [11]). For
elastic objects, e.g. the red blood cells, we use a spring network model described in the next sec-
tion, in which the spring network forms a surface triangulation of the object. These two models
are connected using the immersed boundary method [12], in which the movement of immersed
boundary points is governed by Newton’s equation of motion.
Our primary objects of interest are red blood cells and therefore the elastic properties that we
need captured in the model are resistance of the membrane to surface dilation, elastic resistance to
bending and stretching of the membrane and total volume conservation. Discussion of continuum
approach to 2D elasticity may be found e.g. in [13], but in the model described in this paper,
the stretching coefficient does not directly correspond to the Young’s modulus [9] or local/global
area coefficients to the area dilatation modulus. We define the five elastic forces to conserve
the respective quantities (lengths, angles, areas, volume) and calibrate their coefficients so that
the overall behavior matches the cell behavior seen in biological experiments. Here we provide a
description of the elastic forces that we use (more details can be found in [8, 14]). Stretching force:
Fs(A) = ksκ(λAB)∆LABnAB (1)
κ(λAB) =
λ0.5AB + λ
−2.5
AB
λAB + λ
−3
AB
(2)
where ks is the stretching coefficient, λAB = LAB/L
0
AB, κ(λAB) represents the neo-Hookian non-
linearity of the stretching force (taken from [6]). L0AB is the relaxed length of the edge AB,
∆LAB = LAB − L0AB is the prolongation of this edge and nAB is the unit vector pointing from A
to B. Bending force:
Fb(A) = kb
∆θ
θ
nABC (3)
where kb is the bending coefficient, θ is the resting angle between two triangles that have common
edge BC, ∆θ is the deviation from this angle and nABC is the unit normal vector to the triangle
ABC. The forces on the vertices B and C from the common edge have the opposite direction.
Local area force:
Fal(A) = kal
∆SABC√
S
wA (4)
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where kal is the local area coefficient, ∆SABC is the deviation from the area in resting state, S
is the current area of the triangle, and wA is the unit vector pointing from the vertex A to the
centroid of the triangle ABC. (Analogous forces are assigned to vertices B and C). Global area
force:
Fag(A) = kag
∆S
S
wA (5)
where kag is the global area coefficient, S is the relaxed area of the whole object, ∆S is the deviation
from this area and wA is again the unit vector pointing from the vertex A to the centroid of the
triangle ABC. Volume force:
Fv(A) = −kv∆V
V
SABCnABC (6)
where kv is the volume coefficient, SABC is the area of triangle ABC, V is the volume of the whole
object, ∆V is the deviation from this relaxed volume and nABC is the unit normal vector to the
plane ABC.
A discussion of scalability of forces can be found in [10] and our analysis of influence of mesh
density on the elastic coefficients is summarised in [15].
Numerous authors [16, 17, 18, 19] use different approach for definition of elastic forces. They
start from the energy of the spring system. For the local area preservation modulus, this gives the
following contributions for each triangle to the overall energy
Eal =
kal
2
∆S2/S. (7)
The corresponding forces are obtained by differentiation of the energy with respect to the position.
In this particular example, the force has the direction from the vertex of the triangle perpendicular
to the opposite edge of the triangle [20]. There is however one significant disadvantage of this
approach. This force applied to the vertices of an obtuse triangle results in enlarging the obtuse
angle. This makes the triangle more degenerate and the regularity of the triangulation is decreased,
see Section 3 for extended discussion on the mesh regularity.
On the other hand, the energy approach has its merit because it allows a straightforward
comparison of acting elastic moduli and investigation of minimum energy states. There has been
a simplified alternative proposed in [21] that can be used instead of energy. however, one of
the motivations for the new definition of area conservation forces was precisely the possibility to
compute the actual elastic energy of other moduli besides stretching.
3. Mesh regularity and its quality
Surface triangulations are frequently used in a large variety of scientific applications. Usually
they are required (e.g. by the numerical method or by the physical characteristics of the trian-
gulated surface) to meet specific properties and be reasonably faithful approximations of the true
surface they represent.
For the investigation of different implementations of local area conservation law we need to
asses the quality of the mesh. A natural requirement is whether the mesh resembles the actual
shape of the object. This however, can only be evaluated when we know the explicit expression for
the object’s shape. In such cases, we can evaluate an L2 distance of mesh points from the object’s
surface.
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In most cases however, we do not know the actual shape of the object, since it is to be approx-
imated. Therefore, we can only measure the quality of the mesh using general principles that are
shape independent. These principles are based on numerical aspects and are usually formulated
using two criteria [22]:
- each triangle must be well sized
- each triangle must be well shaped
The first statement is linked to the refinement techniques. In finite element methods, the mesh
is often refined in order to better capture the high gradient of the approximated function or locally
higher curvature of approximated surface. In our case, we do not use refinement since the surfaces
are considered to have quite regular distribution of curvature. Our assumption is that the meshes
in relaxed state have triangles of roughly the same sizes.
The second statement can be considered from several points of view. Some authors require
that each angle in a triangle must be larger than 30◦ [22]. Other approaches look at distribution
of length of edges (they should be roughly the same size), at distribution of angle sizes of triangles
(they should be close to 60◦), at aspect ratio between the radii of inscribed and circumscribed
circles [23].
From computational point of view, it is reasonable to require that a mesh consists of triangles
that are not degenerated. By degenerated we mean that two angles of a triangle have significantly
different sizes. Or, in other words, triangles are non-degenerated when they are close to equilateral.
In [23] the authors use the following expression that defines the shape quality of triangle T :
QT = α
ρT
hmax
(8)
where α = 2
√
3 is a normalization coefficient, ρT is the radius of inscribed circle and hmax represents
the length of the longest edge. The shape quality varies in the interval (0,1], where values close to
0 are associated with an obtuse triangle with largest angle close to pi. On the other hand, almost
equilateral triangles have values of QT close to one.
4. Proportional local area force
The main idea is to base the local area force definition on the difference ∆S = S − S0 as it is
in (4), but instead of equal distribution of partial forces among the three triangle nodes, to find
suitable proportions for the distribution. There are two criteria to keep in mind:
- the units of the local area coefficient kal should be
[
N
m
]
,
- the energy computed using this new local area force should be shape independent, i.e. the energy
of two triangles that have the same area but different shape should be the same.
We derive the proportional force in such a way that it does not influence shape - the resulting
triangle (in the ideal case, when there are no other forces present), is congruent to the original one,
since this force is meant to conserve only the triangle area. And secondly, we want to use the same
principle for computing the local area elastic energy, as one would use for stretching force (1):
Es =
∫ d
0
Fs(x)dx, (9)
which for linear stretching force Fs = ks∆L gives Es =
1
2ks(∆L)
2.
Suppose we start with triangle ABC and stretch it to triangle A′B′C ′ as shown in Figure
1 left. We denote by T the centroid (intersection of medians) and by d the distance |AA′|. In
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Figure 1: Left: Triangle ABC stretched to triangle A′B′C ′ using proportional implementation
(15). Depicted with medians and centroid T . Right: Triangle ABC stretched to triangle A′B′C ′
with the uniform implementation using expression (4). The positions of stretched vertices using
proportional implementation are indicated with three crossed circles.
order to simplify the notation, we also denote tA = |AT |, tB = |BT |, tC = |CT |, t′A = |A′T |, t′B =
|B′T |, t′C = |C ′T | and the similarity coefficient by t. We can then write the following: d = t.tA and
|A′T | = (1 + t)|AT | = (1 + t)tA, |B′T | = (1 + t)tB, |C ′T | = (1 + t)tC .
For areas we have SA′B′C′ = (1 + t)
2SABC and consequently
∆S = SA′B′C′ − SABC = (2t+ t2)SABC . (10)
The magnitude of the local area force is then
Fal = kal(2t+ t
2)SABC . (11)
This force is applied at the three triangle nodes and in each case, its direction is towards
the centroid T . However, instead of applying the same force at the three vertices, we introduce
proportionality coefficients pi, i = A,B,C, Fi = Fal(i) = piFal.
In order to determine the values of pi, we integrate using substitution y =
x
tA
EA =
∫ d
0
FA(x)dx =
∫ t
0
FA(y)tAdy =
∫ t
0
kal(2y + y
2)SABCpAtAdy
= kaltApASABC(t
2 +
t3
3
) = kalt
′
ApASABC
t2 + t3/3
1 + t
(12)
The total local area energy of one triangle is then
Eal = EA + EB + EC = kalSABC
t2 + t3/3
1 + t
(t′ApA + t
′
BpB + t
′
CpC)︸ ︷︷ ︸
M
(13)
In order to meet the two criteria mentioned at the beginning of this section, the quantity M has
to be dimensionless and shape independent, i.e. should not contain the quantities t′A, t
′
B, t
′
C . This
is true for
pi =
t′i
t′2A + t
′2
B + t
′2
C
, i = A,B,C (14)
The new proposed local area force definition is then
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Figure 2: Strain-softening of the proportional implementation.
Fal(A
′) =
t′A
t′2A + t
′2
B + t
′2
C
kal∆S =
t′2A
t′2A + t
′2
B + t
′2
C
kal
∆S
t′a
(15)
and analogous for vertices B′ and C ′.
In blood cell modeling, it is interesting to determine whether the model exhibits strain-softening
or strain-hardening behavior at large deformations [24]. We can analyze the equation (15) using
equilateral triangles. For non-equilateral triangles, the analysis would be analogous, since the
proportional implementation generates congruent triangles with the ratio ta : tb : tc fixed. For
equilateral triangles, we have
Fal(A
′) =
1
3
kal
(1 + t)2S0 − S0
(1 + t)ta
=
1
3
kal
S0
ta
(2 + t)t
1 + t
. (16)
The last fraction defines nonlinear relation between strain and stress. Linearization of this fraction
in isotropic small deformation regime (for t → 0) gives us function 2t. In Figure 2, we clearly
see that in large deformation regime (for t ∈ (0, 1)), the proportional implementation shows light
strain-softening.
5. Force-free and torque free conditions
An important property that spring network models should satisfy are the force-free and torque-
free conditions. The uniform implementation does not fulfil these conditions. To demonstrate this,
we have designed the following computational experiment. We take a tetrahedron with vertices
(0,0,0), (1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,1) with only local area modulus (no other elastic forces are at play).
We stretch the tetrahedron so that first, third and fourth vertices remain intact and the second is
relocated to position (5,0,0). The tetrahedron starts shrinking due to the local area preservation
forces. We track the position of its centroid. This experiment is run twice, once with the uniform
formula (4), and once with the proportional implementation (15). Uniform local area forces cause
the movement of centroid by 0.48 in x-direction, while the proportional local area keeps the centroid
in place.
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Next, we rigorously prove the force-free and torque-free conditions for proportional local area
force both locally and globally. Local sum of forces on each triangle is given by
Fal(A) + Fal(B) + Fal(C) =
1
t2A + t
2
B + t
2
C
kal∆S
(
tA
~AT
|AT | + tB
~BT
|BT | + tC
~CT
|CT |
)
=
1
t2A + t
2
B + t
2
C
kal∆S
(
~AT + ~BT + ~CT
)
= 0, (17)
using the known fact that the sum of vectors pointing from vertices to the centroid of the triangle
is zero. Consequently, the global force-free condition is fulfilled automatically.
The torque-free condition means that the object is not rotating around any point X in space.
First, we compute the local torque around centroid T of the triangle
~TA× Fal(A) + ~TB × Fal(B) + ~TC × Fal(C) = 0, (18)
since the forces from individual vertices are co-linear with the lever-arm distance vector from the
centroid. When computing the torque of the triangle around an arbitrary point X in space we
have
~XA× Fal(A) + ~XB × Fal(B) + ~XC × Fal(C) =
( ~XT + ~TA)× Fal(A) + ( ~XT + ~TB)× Fal(B) + ( ~XT + ~TC)× Fal(C) =
~XT × (Fal(A) + Fal(B) + Fal(C))+
~TA× Fal(A) + ~TB × Fal(B) + ~TC × Fal(C) = 0, (19)
since the force-free condition holds.
Global torque around the centroid W of the object is computed as a sum over all triangles of
torques associated to those triangles∑
4i∈triangles
( ~WAi × Fal(Ai) + ~WBi × Fal(Bi) + ~WCi × Fal(Ci)), (20)
where 4i are the triangles belonging to the triangular mesh and Ai, Bi, Ci are the vertices of
triangle 4i. Denote Ti the centroid of 4i and split ~WAi = ~WTi + ~TiAi. The global torque can
then be rewritten as∑
4i∈triangles
~WTi × (Fal(Ai) + Fal(Bi) + Fal(Ci)) +
+
∑
4i∈triangles
( ~TiAi × Fal(Ai) + ~TiBi × Fal(Bi) + ~TiCi × Fal(Ci) = 0). (21)
The first term is zero because of the force-free condition and the second term is zero because it
consists of cross products of co-linear vectors.
Global torque around any point X in space can be computed in the same way and yields the
same result.
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Figure 3: Left: Perturbations of the original equilateral triangle. With A and B fixed, the vertex
C moves along a circle. The position of C is represented by the angle ϕ. Right: Three positions
given by ϕ = 60◦, 150◦, 240◦ are indicated by small circles. Values 60◦ and 150◦ separate the region
where the initial triangle has larger area than the equilateral triangle from the region with the
opposite relation between the areas.
6. Analytical example
We would like to compare the two implementations, the uniform one given by (4) and the
proportional one given by (15). In Section 3, we have concluded that the quality of triangular
meshes depends on whether the individual mesh triangles are close to equilateral. Our analysis of
uniform and proportional implementation of local area force is based on this observation. We use
the measure given by (8).
The benchmark test is designed in the following way. An equilateral triangle with all edge
lengths equal to 1 is considered as an original triangle. This triangle is deformed to different
initial triangles and we let each initial triangle relax under the influence of local area force. At the
end of the relaxation process, we obtain a relaxed triangle. This relaxation process is run twice,
once for the uniform implementation and once for the proportional implementation. The relaxed
triangle does not have the same shape as the original triangle because the local area force does
not remember the original shape, only the area. After the triangle reaches its relaxed shape, we
measure how well the relaxed triangle resembles the original equilateral shape using (8).
The test is performed for different initial deformations of the original triangle. In Figure 3 we
show the initial triangles. Two vertices A and B are fixed. We place the third vertex C at various
locations along a circle with the centre in the third vertex of original triangle and with radius 0.5.
This way the resulting initial triangles cover acute as well as obtuse triangles. The position of C
is determined by angle ϕ ranging from 0◦ to 360◦.
From Figure 4 we clearly see when the proportional implementation performs better in terms
of QT . At 0
◦ < ϕ < 60◦ the proportional implementation results in better shape quality QT . Note
that in this range, the initial deformed triangle has larger area than the original one. In the range
60◦ < ϕ < 240◦, the uniform implementation performs better with culmination point ϕ = 150◦.
In this range, the initial deformed triangle has smaller area than the original one. In the range
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Figure 4: Difference between the quality of equilibrium triangles obtained by the new and original
implementation. Small circles in the figure indicate three significant positions for C.
ϕ = 240◦ to ϕ = 360◦, the proportional implementation takes over. Here again, the surface of the
initial triangle is larger than that of the original one.
In cases when the area of deformed triangle is larger than area of original triangle, proportional
implementation gives better results, and otherwise the uniform implementation performs better.
Let us first explain the latter statement. Suppose that the area of deformed triangle is smaller
than that of the original one. In this case, the deformed triangle is stretched towards the original
one. This situation is depicted in Figure 1. In the figure on the left, the stretched triangle A′B′C ′
is similar to ABC, the angles do not change and thus the shape quality measure QT does not
change. On the contrary, with uniform implementation QT changes. In the figure on the right, the
lengths |AA′|, |BB′|, |CC ′| are equal, causing |∠C ′A′B′| > |∠CAB|, which means that the updated
angle is ”less acute” than the one from the previous step. This leads to Q′T > QT and thus the
result using uniform implementation resembles the equilateral original shape better.
The case when the deformed triangle has larger area than the original one is analogous. The
deformed triangle is being shrunk, the proportional implementation keeps QT constant, while the
uniform implementation causes |∠C ′A′B′| < |∠CAB|, i.e. the acute triangle becomes even ”more
acute”, resulting in Q′T < QT . Therefore, in this case, the proportional implementation performs
better.
7. Simulation examples using only local area modulus
To demonstrate the effects of the proportional implementation of local area force, we show a
3D simulation experiment performed using our object-in-fluid module [25] that is part of an open-
source simulation package ESPResSo [26]. Visualizations were created using open-source analysis
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Table 1: Characteristics of simulations with 5 different initial deformations, each run with both
implementations of local area force: uniform and proportional.
Deformation Average final QT¯ Average dist to sphere
uniform proportional uniform proportional
3× 2× 1 0.9266 0.9329 0.0269 0.0140
2× 1.5× 1 0.9253 0.9324 0.0302 0.0162
2× 1× 0.5 0.7492 0.7946 0.1560 0.1315
1.1× 1× 0.9 0.9221 0.9222 0.0325 0.0325
1.5× 1.5× 1.5 0.9320 0.9341 0.0078 0.0079
and visualization application ParaView [27]. In this experiment, we have an elastic object immersed
in a stationary fluid that acts as a damping medium.
The relaxed shape of the object is a unitary sphere, because for a sphere we can check the return
to the original shape. Out of the elastic moduli described in Section 2, only local area force is used
in this comparison. The sphere is deformed to several initial shapes - ellipsoids, denoted by three
numbers, e.g. 2× 1× 0.5. This means that the x-semiaxis is stretched 2 times, y-semiaxis remains
unchanged and z-semiaxis is halved. We also include isotropic inflation denoted by 1.5× 1.5× 1.5.
The deformed object is then left to relax using the uniform and proportional local area force.
We have used a triangulation with 642 nodes and 1280 triangles with the average initial QT¯0 ≈
0.93.
In these simulations, we have tracked the average final QT¯ of all triangles and average distance
of nodes to sphere surface. Representative results are summarised in Table 1. We do not include
the shrinking deformations, such as ellipsoid 1×0.75×0.5, because the relaxation after this kind of
deformation results in ”wrinkled” ellipsoids (using both implementations) as the expanding objects
are unable to keep ”flat” surface.
We see that the final QT¯ is larger for the proportional implementation. Also, in all cases but the
very last, the return to spherical shape is better or equal using the proportional implementation.
Even in the case, where the uniform implementation gave better result, the proportional imple-
mentation was almost as good. The final restored spherical shape was measured as the average
absolute value of node distances from spherical surface (see also Figure 5).
Overall, these experiments have confirmed that the proportional implementation performs bet-
ter not only for individual triangles, as shown in the analytical example in the previous section,
but also for 3D objects.
8. Simulation example including other moduli
While the simulations described in the previous section allow us to directly look at the effect of
the various local area forces, the initial deformations are artificial. They would not be induced in
simulations of actual immersed objects that conserve objects’ global surface, volume and include
shape-restoring bending forces. Therefore, we have also looked at simulations of a red blood
cell in flow in a channel passing through a narrow opening, see Figure 6, that induces ”natural”
deformations.
The cell triangulation had 670 nodes, 1336 triangles and average initial QT¯0 ≈ 0.85. The cell
diameter was 7.82µm and the channel dimensions were 70×16×16µm3. The height of the narrow
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Figure 5: Relaxation of ellipsoid 3×2×1, left: intermediate step, right: final shapes after particles
stopped moving. The uniform implementation is represented in blue and proportional in green.
opening was 7µm. We have used the following values of elastic parameters: ks = 0.0045, kb =
0.155, kal = 0.003, kag = 0.423 and kv = 1.25 that were obtained by calibration using simulations
of the optical tweezers experiment [28]. The movement of fluid was induced by applying force
density f = 106N/m3.
We have observed that the shape of the cell as it comes to the narrow opening in the channel is
the same in both implementations, however, when subjected to stress (fluid forcing it to enter the
opening), it deforms differently when using the two different implementations of local area while
keeping all other moduli the same, Figure 6. So while the overall cell behavior is consistent, the
definition of local area forces does have an influence on the behavior of the simulated cell.
9. Extension to global area and volume conservation
The approach described in Section 4 can also be used for global area force. We can define the
proportional global area forces for one triangle using formula:
Fag(A) =
t′A
t′2A + t
′2
B + t
′2
C
kag∆Sg (22)
and analogous for vertices B and C. The global area elastic coefficient has units
[
N
m
]
and the
corresponding elastic energy is shape independent. The action of this force is almost identical to
the local area force with the only difference being that it is proportional to the difference of whole
object’s surface area form the relaxed surface area.
The situation is slightly different for volume conservation. Here the elastic coefficient kv corre-
sponds to bulk modulus of the object that measures the object’s resistance to uniform compression
and thus has units
[
N
m2
]
. The elastic force pointing from vertex Ai towards the centroid of the
object derived using the procedure described in Section 4 is:
Fv(Ai) =
t′i∑N
j=1 t
′2
j
kv∆V (23)
where t′i = |A′iT |, i = 1..N , T is the centroid of the object and N the number of mesh nodes.
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Figure 6: A red blood cell in flow entering a narrow opening in the channel. The uniform im-
plementation is represented in grey, proportional in red. The shape of the cell as it comes to the
narrow opening is the same in both implementations (left), however, when the fluid forces it to
enter the opening, it deforms differently when using the two different implementations of local area
(right).
10. Conclusion
In this article, we have proposed a new approach to defining the elastic forces that conserve area.
The main idea is an unequal distribution of acting force among the nodes. The non-uniformity
accounts for the fact that some nodes are further from their preferred position than others and thus
receive larger proportion of the acting force. Using an analytical example, we have shown that the
proportional local area force offers improvement when the current area of triangle is greater than
the relaxed area. Using simulations, we have demonstrated that this new implementation shows
quantifiable and measurable improvement for large deformations of sphere and is consistent with
the behavior of the previously known model of red blood cell subjected to deformation.
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